Virtual Electrician Training Program

The Virtual Electrician is a series of interactive CD-ROM training programs designed to allow electricians, technicians, and engineers to learn about various areas of an electrical distribution system. Each module combines text, 3D interactive graphics, and animated sequences with voice-over explanations that provide on-site, hands-on learning experiences. The student actually practices using state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment, inspecting various systems, and identifying problems and solutions without ever leaving the computer work station. The virtual electrician's comprehensive learning environment and interactive training techniques supplement traditional text-classroom-laboratory methods and may even replace hours of classroom instruction, while significantly reducing training costs for both the company and the student. The Virtual Electrician series was produced by Blue Lobster Multimedia Productions, a division of F.D. Hayes Electric Company in Lansing, Michigan. The first module of the Virtual Electrician is currently available to electrical apprenticeship and journeyman training schools, community colleges, and universities. It will also be available to electrical contracting companies, engineering firms, consultants, and equipment manufacturers.
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